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The Dysautonomia Project: Understanding Autonomic Nervous System Disorders For Physicians And Patients
Synopsis
"The Dysautonomia Project" is a much needed tool for physicians, patients, or caregivers looking to arm themselves with the power of knowledge. It combines current publications from leaders in the field of autonomic disorders with explanations for doctors and patients about the signs and symptoms, which will aid in reducing the six-year lead time to diagnosis.
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Customer Reviews
I am simply WOWED having read this book!!! I have been trying for literally YEARS to find out what’s wrong with me. I have been misdiagnosed and dismissed by the medical field for far too long. I am still waiting to find the right doctor to diagnose me. I also suspect that I have a mast cell disorder amongst other things. Thinking that in time the complex combinations of some of these things will be decided to be a syndrome all of their own as common as they are seeming to be. This book brought me SO MUCH VALIDATION!!!!There are SO MANY suggestions in here as to what to do that I have already discovered on my own to do. YES!!! I am heading in the right direction after all!!!!If you are like me and have been pushing in hard for many years or maybe not so many years...for a diagnosis and just want more information on Dysautonomia conditions then this is the book for you!!!!I am SO GLAD I BOUGHT THIS ONE!!!!! finally feel I’m getting somewhere whether is is yet acknowleged or seen by any medical professional. I can move forward and while I continue on my trek for diagnosis I can at least also continue, on my own, to work towards a treatment.One of the writers of this book encourages being an advocate for yourself. Encourages internet research so as to be the best team player along with your physician team. Encourages finding those groups on
facebook and other places on the internet for peer patient support which I am finding is VITAL!!!

Times are changing. (hopefully lol) No more can docs just take the first 2 to 3 symptoms and work on them one at a time but the whole entirety of what you are dealing with needs to be looked at and evaluated.
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